When it comes to modifications to your living environment, you can trust our team of expert installers. Whether you need shower, toilet & bathroom modifications, access ramps or grab rails, we are here to help. All mods comply with the highest industry standards.

**RAMPS**

**Personal / Senior Ramps**
- The Personal is a lightweight and portable ramp
- The Senior is lightweight and stronger
- Both fold for transportation

**Rubber Threshold Ramp**
- Assists mobility equipment users & carers to navigate steps & bumps
- Ideal for doorways
- Lightweight recycled rubber

**EBL Ramps**
- Ramp has the added security of edge barriers
- The EBL Ramp is available in the following sizes: 900mm, 1200mm, 1350mm, 1650mm, 2000mm, 2500mm and 3000mm

**HOME MODIFICATIONS**

**Bed Pole Grip Handle**
- A support pole at the side of the bed
- Grip handle provides assistance to user to reposition or transfer in and out of bed

**EBL Flat Ramps**
- Ramp has the added security of edge barriers
- The EBL Flat Ramp is available in the following sizes: 900mm, 1200mm, 1350mm, 1650mm, 2000mm, 2500mm and 3000mm

**Vehicle Handy Bar**
- Inserts into the U-shaped striker plate on your vehicle door frame to help support user getting in and out of the car.

**Easy Turn**
- Soft flexible swivel seat for use on car seats or for general swivelling, helping to reduce back strain when entering or exiting the car. It can also be used on an armless chair.

**Bed Rail**
- A safety rail on the side of the bed
- Base easily fits under mattress
- Drop down option

**Bed Pole Grip Handle**
- A support pole at the side of the bed
- Grip handle provides assistance to user to reposition or transfer in and out of bed

**Rubber Threshold Ramp**
- Assists mobility equipment users & carers to navigate steps & bumps
- Ideal for doorways
- Lightweight recycled rubber

**Personal / Senior Ramps**
- The Personal is a lightweight and portable ramp
- The Senior is lightweight and stronger
- Both fold for transportation

**Walk Belt**
- Assists carer in patient mobility
- Reduces risk of strain or injury to carer
- Easily adjustable buckle system and non slip material to increase user safety

**Standing Patient Turner**
- Assists carer to facilitate standing & seat-to-seat transfers, ideal for patients with moderate limb strength.

**Other Guides**

You may also be interested in Aidacare’s other Product Application Guides giving product range information for the following areas:
falls prevention

Falls are more likely to occur in older people and can result in injuries such as hip and wrist fractures, dislocations, sprains, head injuries, abrasions and bruising.

The cause of falls varies depending on age, medical history, cognitive impairment, weight, gait disorders or environmental hazards to name a few.

It is important to implement preventative measures to decrease the chances of a fall, particularly for those who are identified to be at high risk.

Such measures can include installing grab rails and safety equipment in wet areas, mobility aids and hip protectors, and removing clutter and other hazardous items around clearance spaces within the home.

Do you need help with product selection and sizes?
Please contact Aidacare on 1300 133 120.

For Therapist Solutions please enquire about how else we can help you.

Home Modifications
Whether you need shower, toilet & bathroom modifications, access ramps or grab rails, we are here to help. All mods comply with the highest industry standards.
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